
Sunstone Credit Makes it Easy and Affordable for Businesses to Go 
Solar

Through its new platform, Sunstone Credit offers solar loan financing to 
businesses looking to save money and reduce their carbon footprint by 

transitioning to clean, solar energy

BALTIMORE, MD (February 3, 2022) Through its new technology-driven platform offering
affordable and easy-to-understand solar loan products, Sunstone Credit, Inc. (“Sunstone”) is on
a mission to enable more small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) access to solar energy.
Today, with energy costs rising and climate change discourse growing increasingly prevalent,
more SMBs than ever are seeking to reduce their electric bill and carbon footprint by going solar
and Sunstone has developed the right loan products to meet this moment.

Designed to be simple and easy to use, Sunstone’s best-in-class technology platform enables
solar developer partners to offer straightforward loan financing options to their SMB customers
through a streamlined online application. Each loan product is affordable, easy to understand
and backed by the significant lending capabilities of large financial institutions that have
partnered with Sunstone. Customized specifically for the SMB market, loan terms include low
fixed-rates, terms ranging from 5 to 20 years and sizes ranging from $50 thousand to $5 million.
SMB borrowers benefit from the simplicity and accessibility of a fixed-payment loan financing
option for their solar system, while being able to take advantage of the significant tax benefits,
energy savings and inflation hedging that going solar affords.

Climate change is the greatest threat facing humanity today. In order to slow its effects and
ensure the best possible future for the planet, mankind must accelerate the transition to more
carbon-free sources of energy. Solar power is an incredibly cost-effective and scalable way to
do this, and has been growing rapidly from under 200 thousand solar installs in 2010 to just
over 3 million installs in 2021. Driving the growth of solar has been the advent of easily
accessible and widely available loan financing for most segments including residential, utility-
scale and large commercial.

However, the SMB segment, despite being the backbone of the American economy and
representing millions of properties across the country, has been left behind by solar loan
financing solutions historically. In the past, SMB customers that wanted to go solar have had to
either pay cash for their system or navigate the considerable complexities of government
sponsored lending programs or third party owned arrangements, which also do not allow them
to take advantage of tax incentives. Sunstone’s simple and affordable loan financing solutions
solve this problem for SMB customers and enable solar installers to tap into the trillion dollar
plus SMB solar market opportunity.

“We started this company after having been in the solar industry for decades and constantly
banging our heads against the same problem,” said Josh Goldberg, Sunstone Co-Founder.
“Solar installers want to sell to SMB customers and SMB customers want to buy solar, but there
has never been a suitable financing option to facilitate the deal. That’s why we are so excited to
launch Sunstone’s platform as a way to drive SMB sales growth for our solar developer partners
and enable cost savings for our SMB borrowers – while also contributing to a cleaner future for
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the planet that benefits every living thing.”

Sunstone sits at the intersection of climate, finance and technology, and its founding team
reflects the equal importance of all three to its business. Team members have backgrounds in
solar sales, installation and development, investment banking, commercial underwriting and
software engineering, including Astrum Solar, Sunlight Financial, Barclays, Goldman Sachs,
PayPal and Snapchat.

“The role of technology at Sunstone extends beyond providing a completely digital process for
businesses and solar developers to access financing,” said Sumbul Alvi, Co-Founder and Chief
Technology Officer at Sunstone. “Our engineering team is building the infrastructure to
automate existing manual business processes to work at scale – examples include creating
and integrating decision engines, creating predictive models for better loan underwriting, direct
integrations with financial institutions to enable efficient loan operations, and automatic
management of payment servicing for businesses of all sizes.”

To enable SMB borrowers to access its suite of loan products, Sunstone has partnered with a
growing national network of solar developers.

“We couldn’t be happier about our decision to join the Sunstone network as an installer partner,”
said Michael Kirby, CEO of Lumina Solar, a top solar company in Maryland. “Josh and the
Sunstone team used to be installers, so they really understand our business and how to get
more customers access to solar. Because of Sunstone’s products, we’ve been able to close
several commercial deals that wouldn’t have been financeable before.”

For more information on Sunstone, please visit sunstonecredit.com. To learn more about
becoming a Sunstone partner, please contact info@sunstonecredit.com. For media inquiries,
please contact press@sunstonecredit.com.

About Sunstone Credit
Sunstone Credit is on a mission to democratize access to solar for small and medium sized
businesses (SMBs). Sitting at the intersection of climate, finance and technology, Sunstone has
built a best-in-class technology platform and partnered with leading financial institutions and a
national network of solar developers to provide SMB borrowers access to simple, affordable
and easy-to-understand solar loan products with flexible terms and a streamlined application
process. When SMB customers go solar using Sunstone’s products, they save money and
reduce their carbon footprint, driving a clean, green future for all. Learn more at
sunstonecredit.com.
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